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ABSTRACT 
 

Traditional knowledge of our ancestors has been the inspirational source for the 

development of science and technology as they led their lives blended with nature for their 

food and survival.  Crabs are the amazing animals that caught the attention of our ancestors 

due to their morphology (headless), behaviour (hiding in the pit and walking lateral side) and 

moulting. Our ancestors had made an attempt to tame it like other animals such as dogs, 

horses, cats, and goats for their food, survival, and entertainment. They recorded the 

information about this organism either as non-written documents (proverbs and riddles) or 

written documents (palm manuscripts). Exploring the scientific facts about this animal is of 

greater importance because it would aid in the discovery of new technological tools for the 

benefit of future generations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Indian literature has been the 

potential knowledge based source for the 

development of science and technology as 

our ancestor’s custom, behaviour, culture 

and belief are closely associated with their 

social life. It has been interestingly evident 

that our ancestors had curiously recorded  

 

the amazing behaviour of animals and 

made several attempts to have them hive 

them, culture them practised them for the 

benefits of the human beings in terms of 

food,  medicines,  travel  and  even to tame 

them for their happiness. The deep 

understanding of the knowledge on the 
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behaviour of animals paved way for many 

discoveries and innovation for the 

development of science and technology. 

Many examples can be given from biology 

for  one’s understanding that the rearing of 

honeybees for obtaining honey from honey 

comb, planting of bee pasturage for 

honeybees, in turn, promoting 

crosspollination for better yielding, 

drawing  large quantity of milk from cows, 

producing a large number of eggs from 

hens and meat from goat. The 

development of Science and Technology is 

not a single step but it is a slow and 

gradual process which bounds cultural, 

social and scientific impact.  

 
 

As per the available literature, our 

ancestors had closely associated with a 

number of living creatures. One such 

amazing creature is a crab which was 

highly   focussed by our ancestors for their 

food and entertainment. Though it’s 

amazing behaviour had been explored by 

various authors in stories, art, music, 

dance, ritual and mythology but its 

scientific importance is not given 

elaborately. Hence, in the present study, 

the scientific facts on “crabs” encoded as  

“cryptic message”  in  non-written 

document (proverbs) and written 

documents (literature) have been explored. 

This article may be helpful to lay the 

foundation of invention or discoveries in 

the years to come. 
 

IN TAXONOMICAL STUDIES  
 

 Crabs, the amazing decapods 

(having 10 legged), shelled creature belong 

to the Phylum Arthropoda, Order: 

Decapodaare inhabiting in all kinds of 

ecosystems freshwater (fe<eQi<! f{<M), 

marine water (gmz<f{<M) and estuaries 

(gpqf{<M).  It is distributed in Western 

Atlantic Ocean, in Pacific region of 

Central America, Gulf of Mexico, Balk 

Strait and in Indian coastal waters. This 

amazing creature has been described in 

Tamil Literature as “nzue<,” (walked 

irregularly) “gtue<,” ‘kjzbqzq! )head 

fused with thorax regions known as 

cephalothorax),” and “ sqvlqzq(headless).”  

In Taxonomical studies, these kind of 

characteristic features are taken as key 

characters for identification and placed in 

the   correct order Decapoda due to the 

presence of 10 legs. This species was 

described with several names in 

Sangailakkiam literature as in the 

following verses.  

“hz<giz<nzue<!ogi{<mOgit<!%i<f<K”                                         

                                                     )fx<xqj{;46*!

“gtue<!l{<{jes!<osxqb” 

                                                     (ngl<;235:11)!

!

“kijpOuvje!uQp<Kj{g<!gqMdl<!

!Nzux!<gim<cfx<hix<!xqKoue”!

“kq{ql{z<!njmgjv!nzue<Nm<c!

!Njsbqet<!-Vf<k!Nb<okicg<!GXlgt<” <!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)ngl<!391;4.5*!
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The presence of compound eyes is 

the characteristic feature of the members 

of the Phylum Arthropoda. The long stalk 

like eye consists of thousands of individual 

light detectors having  the lens and camera. 

This structure looks like the inflorescence 

of neem flowers as   it has long panicle and 

each inflorescence bears 150-200 flowers. 

This peculiar feature is also described by 

our ancestors in the following verse which 

is the supportive evidence for 

nomenclature science. 
 

Ouh<Hfje!ne<eofMr<!g{<!gt<ue<!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

)Jr<GXF~X!–!41;2*!

!
!

Crabs have hard exoskeleton which 

is made up of calcium carbonate, protects 

them from predators and ensuring to hide 

in rocky shore areas. Remarkably, the first 

pair of legs are in large size having harp 

claws at the end which is used as a tool to 

hold and capture food, whereas the rest 

four pairs of legs for walking. So that, 

crabs can walk on sandy shore areas, rocky 

shore areas and muddy areas. This is 

considered as a kind of adaptation to live 

in any kind of habitats. This feature was 

also highlighted in Tamil literature,  

“lVr<gqx<!Ohigqb!lig<gju!lVh<hqe<!
!-VR<Osx<xQvjt!nzue<”!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)ngl<!461;5*!

(lig<gjulVh<hqe<.!-Mg<gq!nz<zK!!!GxM!
Ohie<x!ogiMg<gqje!djmbgiz<gt<!!
!

(pincer like or scissors like structure) 

 

“gtue<!l{<{jes<!osxqb”    )ngl</!346;22*!
                                           ! 

IN DIVERSITY OF CRAB  

 Diversity refers to a variety of 

species living in a natural habitat. It helps 

to study the   wide range of distribution of 

organisms and to study the healthy status 

of the organism in relation to its 

habitats/environment. The biggest ocean 

crab is the Japanese Spider crabs which 

live in the Pacific Ocean. The biggest land 

crab is the Coconut crab which lives in the 

island of Pacific ocean. Blue legged crab 

(fQzg<giz<! f{<M)   is commonly  

distributed  and highly dominant  in 

Western Atlantic Ocean, Pacific region of 

Central America, Gulf of Mexica and  

Balk strait. In India, rich diversity of crabs 

is recorded in Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and 

Tamilnadu.   
 

Our ancestors recorded a variety of 

crab species through their careful 

observation in various habitats. They were 

amazed on the remarkable features of the 

crabs and gave names in accordance with  

its colour, shape, size and habitats likely 

Red Crab )osg<gi<! f{<M)  Dotted crab 

(Ht<tqf{<M*,  Hermit crab (Kxuq!f{<M), 

a Legged crab (yVgiz<!f{<M*, Sea crab 

(gmz<! f{<M*, fresh water crab (ubz<!

f{<M,/gpeqf{<M*, King crab )ohVf{<M) 

Coconut crab (Okr<gib<! f{<M), the 

biggest land crab (soft crab out<jt!

f{<M/ hiz<f{<M, Pond Crab )Gtf{<M*, 

hQf{<M, (common crab found in the holes), 
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gMg<gib<!f{<M, S,g<gib<f{<M, Yjmf{<M!

Horse shoe crab (Gkqjvzim! f{<M*!

(living fossil). Some of the following tamil 

poems are also supportive evidence for the 

diversity and distribution of crabs in 

various habitats during the past  
 

osg<gi<!oR{<ce<!G{<mjt!og{<c!
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////!
ou{<mjzh<!H{iq!Nbolimic!!
“-0K!yk<ke"<!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)ngl<!31;!5.9*!
!
Ht<tqg<!gtue<!Hez<!Osi<li!yKg<gl<!Ohiz<!
ut<dgqi<!Ohip<f<keUl<!uit<!wbqX!dx<xeUl<!
yt<!-kp<!Osii<f<kfqe<!g{<{qBl<!fz<zii<” 

!!!!!!!!!)gzqk<okijg!;!lVkfqzlr<jg,151)!
 “Hjmbqeix<!Ht<tqgiz<!ohiVf<kqb!
ljmbqeiz<<!l{qfQi<!ofz<uibqzii<” <!
“nt<tz<!Ncb!Ht<tqg<gtue<”  
                                          )Jr<GXF~X!–!33;2*!
 
“Hbz<!Hxf<kx<x!Heqx<Xuti!
jhr<gibubjzs<!osr<ogicgtue<”  

<                                        )Jr<GXF~X!–!36;2-2)!

!

From the above evidences, it 

concludes that the availability, distribution 

and dominance of dotted crabs and red 

crabs were common in most places. 
 

 

IN BEHAVIOURAL STUDIES 

Moulting (OkiZiqk<kz<), shedding 

of outer hard exoskeleton is the 

characteristic feature  exhibited by  some 

members of the Phylum Arthropoda. Like 

other arthropods, the hard exoskeleton of 

the crabs cannot expand as they grow, so 

crabs periodically remove their outer hard 

exoskeleton from their body for 

developing a new and bigger shell. For 

that, the crabs have to be hidden in the pit 

of the sand to discard the old and small 

shell. Moreover, their soft shells which are 

more vulnerable to predators and 

pathogens have to be hidden. After 

removing the shell and grown in the pit, it 

returns to the water surface during high 

tide. One can easily locate the empty shells 

lying in the mouth of the pit which 

indicates the moulted carapace. Most of 

the people do not know this fact that the 

complex, behavioural and physiological 

phenomena during the growth of the crabs. 

This complex behavioural aspect was 

explored by our Tamil people in the 

following simple proverb 
 

f{<MogiPk<kiz<!ujtbqz<!kr<giK” 
                                             

Another one interesting feature of 

the crab is irregular walking movement of 

the crabs. The majority of the folk songs 

and proverbs describe this amazing feature 

and it is compared with the poor hand 

writing as  
 

 

“f{<M!wPk<Kg<!g{<M!wPkzili@”!
   “f{<M!wPk<Kh<!Ohiz” 
 

 

 
!

Not all the crabs move sideways. 

Some crabs can walk forwards (Example 

Libiniae marginata).  Crab’s legs are 

attached with the body on its lateral side. 

Each leg has seven joints and locates in a 

longitudinal position. The scientific reason 

is that the size of the shell is correlated 

with the shape of the shell. The forward 

moving crabs have shells that are wider 

than they are long. It is a kind of 
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adaptation for their survival. By moving 

sideways, crabs avoid exposing their 

defenceless organs such as compound eyes 

and antenna.  
 

 

One such amazing behaviour is 

well illustrated in the following verse 

ancestor on reproductive behaviour of 

crabs. 
 

 

kib<sih!<hqxg<Gl<!Ht<tqg<!gt<uoeiM!

hqt<jt!kqe<El<!Lkjzk<K!nuE~i<!

wb<kqee<!ngqe<X!ogiz<Ozi!lgqp<fe<!

ohiz<f<okic!oktqi<h<h!Lbr<gqbui<!

fzr<ogi{<MKxh<hK!wue<ogiz<!ne<eib<!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!)Jr<GF~X/35,i/u2&3,h/84*!!!

!
 

Our ancestors also described the same 

event and recorded as non-written 

document in the form of the proverb 
 

   “f{<M!gi<h<hl<!kiOe!sigk<kie<” 
 

The above fact is not true. This is a 

kind of amazing behaviour exhibited by 

the female crabs as “Parental care”. After 

mating, the male crab dies. But the female 

crabs   take care of their young ones. 

Female releases 50,000 to 10 million eggs. 

The egg laying capacity depends on the 

types of crab species.  The females carry 

their juveniles on their abdomen for about 

17 days and ensure them to get proper 

oxygen, protect them from their predators, 

and provide provision for calcium 

availability. This parental care lasts for till 

the young ones gain their nutritional 

independence.  
 

 

IN TECHNOLOGY  

 Traditional knowledge is essential 

for the development of science and 

technology for the benefits of the people 

worldwide. Crabs are known for their 

delicious muscle, amazing behaviour and 

remarkable morphology. Generally, fish 

and fishery products are excellent for their 

protein content, easily digestibility and 

balanced amino acid profile. The highly 

nutritious attribute makes the Crab in 

demand in national and international 

markets. Crabs are highly nutritious due to 

their rich content of essential amino acids, 

proteins, unsaturated fatty acids and 

minerals (Kuey etal., 2007 and Adeyeye., 

2008).  Our ancestors had preferred the 

crabs for their taste attribute.  This 

attribute was highlighted in the following 

proverbs 
 

“f{<M!Vsqg{<muEl<!d{<M!!
!Vsqg{<muEl<!nmr<glim<mie<” 
!

“Ribqx<Xg<!gqpjlyVohiPK!
!f{<M!Ou{<mil<,  siXuqM” 
!

 “f{<Mg<G!Htqbr<gib<!-m<M!fXg<gqeix<!Ohiz” 
 

 “Sm<m!f{<Mg<G!Ouzqgm<ce!SMgim<Mh<ht<tq”!

 

As per the available report of 

Krishnakumar (2013), protein is found to 

be higher in both hard and soft shelled 

crabs of Scylla serrata. This crab contains 

a maximum of 20 aminoacids in the 

muscle of crabs. He also reported that crab 

tissue has good amount of essential 
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aminoacids such as glutamic acid, 

arginine, glycine, histidine, aspartic acid 

etc. Moreover, 52.52% of amino acids was 

recorded in the body tissues of live and 

hard shelled mud crabs. Besides, the crab 

meat is high in vitamin B12 and other 

essential minerals. 
 

 

Crabs alone make up 20% of all 

marine crustaceans caught, farmed and 

consumed worldwide. In India, the soft 

shelled crabs are discarded at landing 

centre itself. To avoid such a kind of 

activity, studies are going on to export the 

soft crabs “as such” or as “value added 

products” using standard technologies. 

There is a need for awareness on use of 

soft shelled crabs after proper treatment 

and assessment of microbial load. 
 

 

Crabs are not only used as food, 

but also used to cure various kinds of 

diseases. One amazing behaviour of 

village folk is that the collected water from 

the pit of freshwater crabs (common crab – 

ubz<!f{<M, Gpqf{<M) is used to treat 

allergy like diseases. After collecting the 

water, it has to be filtered using muslin 

cloth, stored in glass like bowl and kept 

under sunlight for about 3 hours. They 

reported that this water can be used to stop 

continuous vomiting, unstopping hiccups, 

unquenching thirst and cure body burns 

and allergy.  Regarding this, an extensive 

survey and research is needed in medical 

aspects to find the reason and solution for 

some diseases.  
 

Crab fishing or crabbing is the most 

popular recreational fisheries from ancient 

period to till now. Though it lives in the 

hole of the shore, it is not an easy to grab 

the crab. Our ancestors highlighted the 

simple technique for crab fishing in the 

following Tamil song.  
 

 

“gQiq!gQiq!f{<M!hqc!
!uib<g<giz<!gQiq!f{<M!hqc!
!ubZg<!gQiq!f{<M!hqc” 
 

!

 

  The same technique was also adopted 

by the womenfolk as a kind of “sport 

activity’. It was represented as 

“Yjvuqjtbim<M”! )a kind of sport 

activity during Sangakalam  period*!!in 

Tamil Literature  

“YjvNbk<Ky{<okiclgtqi<”!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)Hxl<.287*!
!

“Yjv!lgtqi<!yvir<GNm<m”!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)GXf<.427*!
!

!
uqjtbim<M!NboliL!YjvbimiK!
-jtObii<!-z<zqmk<K!-x<osxqk<kqVk<kz<!

)fx</79;2.4*!
!
nxEl<!ne<Ox!Ng<gL!Okb<l!!!!
fe<ei<lijz!ofVjf!fqe<oeiM!
sqz!uqzr<G!wz<ujt!ofgqp!
nzue<!Nm<MOut<!sqzl<H!oRlqi<f<K!weOu!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!fx</474;9.21*!
!

“..................!!gmzicBl<!
liS!Ohig!Hez<!hcf<Kl<!
nzue<!Nm<CBl<” 
                                    –hm<ceh<hijz!.::.211!
!
gijz!uVf<Kl<!jgbiOxil<!ohe!

Yjvbibl<!%xg<!Ogm<Ml<!“ 

                               )GXf<.!59*!
!

From the above folk song, we could 

conclude that, crabs live in pit or hole like 

structure. It was a great task or challenging 
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for the womenfolk particularly for the 

fisherwomen. Its presence or absence in 

the pit was confirmed by   tugging with a 

stick like structure as it makes a kind of 

sound. The fishermen need not have a lot 

of special equipment to catch the crabs. 

This is the simplest way to catch the crab 

using a stick/ fishing line with bait end. 

With the use of fishing line, just tug in the 

hole or simply on the body of crabs. If it is 

tough or harder to pull the fishing line 

outside, it means that the crab tightly held 

the fishing line by its forelegs. If any no 

sign, it indicates, the crabs might have left 

their shell after moulting. Today, many 

kinds of crab traps are used to grab the 

crab efficiently, including crab rings, 

pyramid traps, Standard Square style trap 

etc. As already described previously, the 

crabs always prefers to live in hole 

structure, one can easily find its place 

where to live in. Freshwater crabs like 

Fiddler and red crabs are best fished in 

shallow water. Rocky reefs are another 

popular habitat.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

 Traditional sources/ techniques are 

very much important to the modern 

science and technological development. 

This article explored two points of view on 

the crab. Firstly, explored the need of 

value added products from soft shelled 

crabs and simple tool(s) for catching the 

crabs in an easy manner. Secondly, Some 

of the scientific facts are “misunderstood” 

by the people without knowing the 

scientific facts. The truths remain as 

“cryptic message” and deciphering from 

generation to generation. They have to be 

cracked for better understanding of the 

younger generation. It would lay the 

foundation for the development of science 

and technology. 
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